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With season's end looming, American Gods raises its spears and
its game
Because Shadow’s meant to be a kind of proxy for the audience,
this means that American Gods is also shouting at us. When
Shadow stumbles across Mad Sweeney somewhere in America, the
Leprechaun’s beaten, bruised, damn near dead, and saying what
pretty much everyone’s been.
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'American Gods' Season 2 Episode 7 "Treasure of the Sun"
Spoiler Review
In "Treasure of the Sun," Mad Sweeney and American Gods.
Living for affirmation from others is never easy, and though
the gods in.
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Mad Sweeney is still reeling from his time in New Orleans and
decides he's done doing Mr. Wednesday's bidding even if the
consequences are.
'American Gods' Season 2, Episode 7 "Treasure of the Sun"
The best episode of American Gods Season 2 delves deeply into
the madness of Mad Sweeney.
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But war, Sweeney reminds Bilquis as he tells her one of the
stories from his life, is a fundamental part of what it means
to be godlike beings the way they are. Later in Nashville,
Laura hitchhikes toward Shadow's glow and a van stops to pick
her up. You might also like:. Ifyouknow,youknow. But as the
story changes, the details change, like a puzzle where you
have to spot the difference. What a goddamn episode! While
he'd like his story to be all blood and guts, the truth of the
matter, as revealed in Heather Bellson's script, is that
Sweeney is a man gone mad because of a broken heart.
Shadowleavesthespearonheground,givingMadSweeneytheopportunitytopi
you have any theories on what is coming next for American
Gods? Kevin Lever.
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